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BARCELONA: Real Madrid’s defender Sergio Ramos (C) vies with Barcelona’s Croatian midfielder Ivan Rakitic during the Spanish league “Clasico” football match FC Barcelona vs Real Madrid CF at the Camp Nou stadium in
Barcelona yesterday. — AFP 

BARCELONA: Cristiano Ronaldo struck the winner as 10-
man Real Madrid came from behind to end Barcelona’s
39-game unbeaten run 2-1 in El Clasico at the Camp Nou
yesterday. Gerard Pique’s towering header put the hosts in
front on the night they honoured legendary former player
and coach Johan Cruyff.  Yet, Karim Benzema quickly lev-
elled before Ronaldo fired home five minutes from time
after Madrid captain Sergio Ramos had seen the 21st red
card of his career.

Victory reduces Barca’s lead over third-placed Madrid
to seven points with seven games remaining, but Atletico
Madrid closed the gap on the leaders to six points with a
5-1 thrashing of Real Betis earlier on Saturday.  There was
an emotive homage to Cruyff before kick-off with over

90,000 fans holding up a display reading “Thank you
Johan” alongside a Barca jersey with the number 14 the
Dutch great adorned during his playing career.  Once the
action got underway, Barca started by far the better and
only an incredible miss by Luis Suarez let Madrid off the
hook on 10 minutes.  Neymar unselfishly squared for his
Uruguayan strike partner, but Suarez failed to make any
connection from his low cross with the goal at his mercy.
Keylor Navas was then forced to make a smart save from
Ivan Rakitic as Madrid struggled to contain wave upon
wave of Barca attack.  The hosts were enraged midway
through the half when Lionel Messi looked to have been
brought down by Ramos right on the edge of the area,
but referee Alejandro Jose Hernandez waived play on

with Ramos already having been booked.  Madrid grew
into the game as the first-half progressed and finally
threatened the Barca goal when Ronaldo’s shot was beat-
en away by Claudio Bravo before Gareth Bale blazed a vol-
ley over from a narrow angle.  Barca started on the front
foot again after the break and Navas made a brilliant save
to prevent Messi’s cheeky chipped effort floating in at the
far post.

Yet, that save only momentarily denied Barca as Pique
rose highest to power home Rakitic’s corner on 56 min-
utes. The lead lasted just six minutes, though, as Benzema
swivelled by blast home Toni Kroos’s deflected cross into
the bottom corner.  Bale had the chance to turn the game
on its head, but his tame effort on his favoured left foot

was easily held by Bravo as Madrid again threatened on
the counter-attack.

The Welshman did have the ball in the net nine min-
utes from time, but was incredibly unfortunate to be
penalised for a push on Jordi Alba as he headed in.
Ronaldo then fired against the bar and Bravo saved a one-
on-one with Bale as Madrid’s pace on the break began to
tear a tired-looking Barca apart.  The visitors’ hopes of a
famous win looked to have gone when Ramos was finally
given his marching orders for a second booking after
chopping down Suarez seven minutes from time.

Yet, just two minutes later Ronaldo struck the winner
as he controlled  Bale’s cross to the far post before slotting
under Bravo.  — AFP

Ronaldo ends Barcelona’s 39-game unbeaten run

LONDON: Leaders Leicester City
can go seven points clear in the
Premier League after closest
rivals Tottenham Hotspur
dropped points in a frantic 1-1
draw at Liverpool  yesterday.
Harry Kane struck in the 63rd
minute to cancel out Philippe
Coutinho’s opener for Liverpool,
leaving Spurs four points below
Leicester, who host Southampton
today.

Having finished the first half
strongly, Liverpool took the
lead in the 51st minute at
Anfield when Coutinho
exchanged passes with Daniel
Sturridge before steering a shot
into the bottom-right corner.

But after Son Heung-Min had
volleyed a fraction wide, Spurs
levelled when Christian
Eriksen’s cut-back found Kane,
who brill iantly rolled Dejan
Lovren before slamming home
his 22nd goal of the campaign.

There were chances there-
after at both ends-Liverpool
goalkeeper Simon Mignolet
thwarting Eriksen and Mousa
Dembele, Coutinho drill ing
inches wide-but to Leicester’s
delight, Spurs could not find a
winner. — AFP

Spurs held at Liverpool

MIAMI: Two-time Australian Open champion Victoria
Azarenka captured her third WTA Miami Open title yes-
terday by defeating two-time Grand Slam champion
Svetlana Kuznetsova 6-3, 6-2 in the final.

Azarenka, who also took the trophy in 2009 and
2011, won her 20th career title and third of the year
after Brisbane in January and two weeks ago at Indian
Wells, where she beat top-ranked Serena Williams in the
final.  “I have so many great memories here,” said
Azarenka. “It’s always a pleasure to come here. Hot ten-
nis is amazing this month.” The 26-year-old from Belarus
became only the third woman to sweep the Miami-
Indian Wells double in the same season, after Steffi Graf
in 1994 and 1996 and Kim Clijsters in 2005.

Azarenka will jump from eighth to fifth in the world
rankings today, her first time in the top five since March
2014. Azarenka dedicated the title to her parents, Alla
and Fedor, saying, “They gave me roots to know where I
come from and wings to fly so I  could be here.”

Kuznetsova, the 2006 Miami champion, will jump from
19th to 13th in the world rankings next week.

Azarenka won her fourth meeting in a row over 30-
year-old Kuznetsova without dropping a set to seize a 5-
4 lead in the career rivalry.  Azarenka broke Kuznetsova
five times in the first set, including the final game when
the Russian sent a forehand wide to surrender the set
after 40 minutes.

Azarenka, broken three times herself but crucially
able to hold serve in the second game, had five double
faults and connected on only 48 percent of her first
serves in the opening set, winning just 40 percent of
those points and taking only 36 percent on her second
serve.

But Kuznetsova, while hitting 75 percent of her first
serves in the match, also won only 45 percent of those
points and just 14 percent off her second serve. Both
struggling players kicked balls at times in their first-set
frustration. — AFP

Azarenka wins WTA 

Miami Open title

KEY BISCAYNE: Svetlana Kuznetsova of Russia and Victoria Azarenka of Belarus pose for photographers
after the women’s final on Day 13 of the Miami Open presented by Itau at Crandon Park Tennis Center yes-
terday in Key Biscayne, Florida. — AFP

Liverpool  1 

Tottenham 1

PARIS: Zlatan Ibrahimovic scored a hat
trick to take his tally to 30 French league
goals as Paris Saint-Germain warmed up for
its Champions League match against
Manchester City with a convincing 4-1 win
over Nice yesterday.

Having already secured a fourth consec-
utive league title, PSG hosts the English
Premier League club on Wednesday in the
first leg of their quarterfinal.

Ibrahimovic, the league top-scorer, put
PSG ahead from defender David Luiz ’s
assist. He gave the hosts a 2-1 lead from a
direct free kick after Hatem Ben Arfa lev-
eled the score with a superb solo goal.

Luiz made it 3-1 after the interval, and
Ibrahimovic sealed the win eight minutes
from time with a clean finish, matching his
best league season for goals. PSG, which
has yet to advance past the Champions
League quarterfinals since Qatari investors
took over the club in 2011, increased its

lead over Monaco to 25 points.
After a tribute to the late Johan Cruyff,

who died last month of cancer, Ibrahimovic
created the first chance of the match with a
curled low shot that ended wide from
Lucas’ pass on the edge of the box. The
imposing striker, who is also the league’s
best passer with 11 assists, connected with
a long ball from Luiz to open the scoring.
Ibrahimovic controlled the ball with a sub-
tle first touch inside the box then slotted it
into the goal with a powerful shot past
keeper Yoan Cardinale.

But PSG could not hold onto its lead for
more than three minutes as Ben Arfa lev-
eled. The former France international, who
said before the game he wanted to pay a
tribute to Cruyff at the Parc des Princes by
showing his great technique, collected the
ball at the halfway line, ran through PSG’s
midfield and fired a 20-meter strike into the
top corner. — AP

Ibrahimovic scores hat trick as PSG beat Nice 

PARIS: Paris Saint-Germain’s French midfielder Blaise Matuidi (L)
vies with Nice’s French forward Hatem Ben Arfa (C) during the
French L1 football match between Paris Saint-Germain and Nice
at the Parc des Princes stadium in Paris yesterday.  — AFP 


